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Dynamic hip screw plate system: clinical follow-up to provide safety, 
performance and clinical benefits data.

AME MostafaJYoung

partner and I have developed a reproducible technique for a cosmetic like 
repair via 3 small incisions in the suprapubic region (panty line) with access 
to the arcuate line (Robotic eTEP-PaL or eTEP -Pubic Arcuate Line) and 
then the subsequent retro rectus space development with ability to suture 
close and repair the small and moderately large hernia defects, with the 
associated plication of the diastasis recti and placement of a retro rectus 
mesh for support. In addition, larger hernias have the ability to expand to 
either a unilateral or bilateral transversus abdominus release (TAR) from 
the same single dock approach. This is our experience on our first 50 cases. 
Several novel approaches to access the retro rectus space have been utilized, 
developed and expanded from concepts of the known Phillips technique. 
Our experience demonstrates this is feasible, reproducible and a cosmetically 
pleasing technique, with great implications in this and other patient 
populations. .

ABSTRACT: Statement of the Problem: A commonly encountered problem 
in the post-partum female is the diastasis recti with a concomitant abdominal 
wall hernia with underlying abdominal wall dysfunction. There has been 
some controversy in the surgical world as to the optimal mode of repair. 
The controversy stems from the cosmetic approach versus the abdominal 
wall dysfunction approach and usually includes repair of the diastasis recti 
and the abdominal hernia. The cosmetic approach usually involves an 
abdominoplasty with skin resection and anterior closure of the diastasis recti 
and usually a non-mesh repair of the hernia. If the hernia is large this can 
pose a problem and often they are fixed prior to the abdominoplasty and 
usually referred to a general surgeon. With the advent of robotic surgery, 
several different approaches for repair have surfaced to accommodate both 
small and large hernias at the same time as the diastasis recti repair. My 
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